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FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT 
For the period from September I, 1988 through August 31, 1989 

Project title: Illinois Basin Coal Sample Program (IBCSP) 
Principal investigator: C. W. Kruse, Illinois State Geological Survey 
Co-Investigators: R. D Harvey, C. Chaven, H. P. Ehrlinger III, 

D. M. Rapp, and M. S. Summers; ISGS 
K. S. Vorres; Argonne National Lab. 

Project Monitor: Ken K. Ho; CRSC 

ABSTRACT 

The Illinois Basin Coal Sample Program (IBCSP), was established by the 
Illinois State Geological Survey (ISGS) in 1983 to facilitate comparisons 
of research data among laboratories conducting basic and applied research 
on Illinois Basin coal. A new sample numbering system, IBC-I0X where X 
is the number previously used for the lot, was recommended by the IBCSP 
Coal Advisory Committee to avotd confusing samples 5 and 6 with seams of 
coal. The new numbering was introduced in March, 1989. The Illinois Coal 
Development Board and the ISGS have provided the resources for securing 
eight of the nine samples currently available. The State of Indiana joined 
the program in 1986 by providing the sixth sample (IBC-I06), a multi-ton 
lot of a Springfield (Indiana V) from the Indiana seam equivalent to 
Illinois No.5. Indiana now shares in the annual maintenance cost for the 
IBCSP. 

Three additional coal lots were added to the program this year. They are: 
IBC-I07, 150 pounds of naturally-occurring, isotopically labeled Herrin 
(Illinois No.6 seam) coal; IBC-I08, 1000 pounds of a state-of-the-art, 
physically-cleaned, micronized, commercial blend of approximately 80% 
Herrin (No.6) and 20% Springfield (No.5) coals; and IBC-I09, three tons 
of low organic sulfur and high chlorine Herrin (No.6) coal. 

Large samples and a focus on Illinois Basin coals are distinguishing 
features of the ISCSP. For the ton-si zed lots, nomi nal 20-pound bags' 
(l/16th of a barrel) of 3/8" x 0 coal are prepared for distribution to 
requesters by riffling a barrel of coal into 16 equal portions. Smaller 
samples (1/256th_ of a barrel; nominally I lb) are prepared by crushing 
20-pound samples to 8 mesh x 0 and then riffling it into 16 equal parts~ 
The crushing and riffling are carried out in air but all bagged samples 
are returned quickly to a nitrogen atmosphere in 55-gallon barrels where 
they remain until delivered to a requester. IBC-I05 was collected for the 
IBCSP by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) , processed in ANL's inert 
atmosphere facility, and prepackaged in I pint cans and 5 gallon pails. 
The samples from this lot are of higher quality than all others because 
the coal was rna i nta i ned in an argon atmosphere from the mi ne to the 
processing facility and all processing was carried out under nitrogen at. 
controlled humidity. The one lot that is very fine coal, IBC-I08 (mean 
diameter 10 microns) is divided into samples for delivery using a rotary 
wet splitter. Samples are distributed to requestors during the first week 
of each month. 
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